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Dr. Andrews has been on the forefront of establishing the field of
systems biology. Her research is consistently published in top-tier
journals such as Science, Cell and Nature. She has trained over 70
graduate students and postdoctoral fellows and was recognized for her mentorship by being awarded
the inaugural JJ Berry Smith Doctoral Supervision Award from the University of Toronto, School of
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As a global leader the field of systems biology, Dr. Andrews sits on many review panels, editorial and
advisory boards and is the founding editor-in-chief of the journal Genes|Genomes|Genetics, an open
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Dr. Andrews’ research has made pivotal insights into the molecular mechanism regulating cell cycle
progression and the development of yeast functional genomics approaches. Her current research
interests include analysis of genetic interaction networks in budding yeast and mammalian cells, using
high through-put genetics platforms that include high content microscopy for systematic analysis of cell
biological phenotypes.

